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On April 18, 2012 Kalypso hosted another exciting #PDPMchat which connects users and experts interested in chatting about portfolio management in 140 characters or less. The April #PDPMchat twitter chat was co-sponsored by Planview and focused on upcoming event, PIPELINE 2012. Our guest tweeters were Kalypso senior manager, Pamela Soin (@PPMpamela), founding partner, Bill Poston (@bill_poston), Jim Brown of Tech-Clarity (@jim_techclarity) and Pipeline 2012 (@Pipeline_2012).

Pipeline 2012 marks the third year of participation for Kalypso. This innovative, virtual tradeshow provides a platform for product development and product pipeline management practitioners to gather online and discuss innovation, get inspired, and share experience and knowledge through presentations and on-demand sessions.

The complimentary event is on May 10th. Make sure you register [here](#) to join us at PIPELINE 2012 and don't forget to stop by Kalypso's booth!

Check out the #PDPMchat transcript below and see what the experts had to say about upcoming PIPELINE 2012. We've even included links to the resources mentioned. Tweets below are in order with the earliest tweet first and latest tweet last. Click "read next page" at the bottom of the page and read through the entire transcript.

Can't get enough of our Twitter chats? Understandable. These events happen once a month with the goal of creating a dialog and connecting practitioners around portfolio management for product development. Click [here](#) and get the details about our next #PDPMchat.
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